
 

 

LESSONS FROM THE ACADEMICS ABOUT HOW BEST TO INVEST 
 
The last 250 years has seen a significant amount of academic research devoted to 
understanding how best to invest. 
 
Looking back at all of this research since Adam Smiths book An Enquiry into the 
Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations written in 1776 to today’s Animal Spirits: 
How Human Psychology Drives the Economy and Why It Matters for Global Capitalism 
(Akerlof and Shiller, 2009) what are the lessons that we can learn from all of this 
academic research. 
 
1. ASSET ALLOCATION MORE THAN ANY OTHER VARIABLE WILL DETERMINE INVESTMENT 
RETURNS 
 
More than anything else the key to successful investing depends on whether to be 
invested in financial markets at all, which asset classes and when, so called Asset 
Allocation.  
 
A study by Ibbotson and Kaplan in 2000 looked at how five asset classes (large-cap US 
equities, small-cap US equities, non-US equities, US bonds, and cash) explained ten 
year returns of 94 balanced mutual funds. The results highlighted that asset allocation 
accounted for virtually 100 per cent of the fund returns. Numerous academic papers 
before and since (Brinson, Hood and Beebower 1986) corroborate these findings and 
suggest that asset allocation explains at least 90 per cent of fund returns. 
 
The asset allocation decision is an extremely difficult one to make and depends on the 
investors risk profile, time horizons,etc.Within asset allocation is the longer term or 
strategic asset allocation as well as the shorter term tactical asset allocation.  
 
The importance of asset allocation was best exemplified most recently in 2008 when 
the only asset classes to own where cash and government bonds. 
 
2. DIVERSIFICATION WORKS 
 
Harry Markovitz’s seminal work at the University of California Berkeley in the 1950s 
identified how rational investors (who choose the lowest risk portfolio for a given level 
of return) should construct portfolios. 
 
This was the birth of "Modern Portfolio Theory" which shows that by investing in a 
portfolio of stocks, which are not correlated, an investor can reap the benefits of 
diversification 
 
What Markovitz’s work taught was the idea of diversification, or in simple terms the 
idea of not keeping your eggs all in one basket, and ideally making sure that the 
various baskets  did not move up and down the same way(i.e. that they are not closely 
correlated)  
 
3. SELECTING INDIVIDUAL FUNDS IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT-IS IT SKILL OR LUCK? 
 



 

 

Investors are always trying to pick the best stock, or the best fund. Academic research 
shows that this is an extremely difficult game. Even though investors might get it right 
occasionally it is extremely difficult to differentiate luck from skill. 
 
Active managers can and do generate Alpha(i.e. outperform a relevant index),however 
doing this constantly is a big problem and over time the majority of fund managers fail 
to beat  a relevant index. 
 
 
4. PASSIVE INVESTING OUTPERFORMS ACTIVE INVESTING OVER THE LONG TERM 
 
Buying the market as opposed to using active managers is generally the more 
profitable and less risky choice. Unlike active managers, Index Funds or Exchange 
Traded Funds (ETF’s) have extremely low dispersion of investment returns and are 
more reliable over time. 
 
 
5. PATIENCE IS A KEY VIRTUE TO INVESTING 
 
As financial markets are socially constructed it is not surprising that human behaviour 
especially fear and greed are crucial elements in causing market cycles. 
 
Equity investing over the long term has proven to be the best way to protect and grow 
Capital. The bumpy ride along the way can test any investor’s nerve and requires lots 
and lots of patience. 
 
 
 
 
 
Adapted from David Livingstone Portfolio Manager-Thurleigh Investment Managers 
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